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QUESTION 1

Cloud Kicks is launching a Partner Community, which will allow users to register shipment requests that are then
processed by Cloud Kicks employees. Shipment requests contain header information, and then a list of no more than 5
items being shipped. First, Cloud Kicks will introduce its community to 6,000 customers in North America, and then to
24,000 customers worldwide within the next two years. Cloud Kicks expects 12 shipment requests per week per
customer, on average, and wants customers to be able to view up to three years of shipment requests and use
Salesforce reports. 

What is the recommended solution for the Cloud Kicks Data Architect to address the requirements? 

A. Create an external custom object to track shipment requests and a child external object to track shipment items.
External objects are stored off-platform in Heroku\\'s Postgres database. 

B. Create an external custom object to track shipment requests with five lookup custom fields for each item being
shipped. External objects are stored off-platform in Heroku\\'s Postgres database. 

C. Create a custom object to track shipment requests and a child custom object to track shipment items. Implement an
archiving process that moves data off-platform after three years. 

D. Create a custom object to track shipment requests with five lookup custom fields for each item being shipped
Implement an archiving process that moves data off-platform after three years. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A custom pricing engine for a Salesforce customer has to be decided by factors with the following hierarchy: 

1. 

State in which the customer is located 

2. 

City in which the customer is located if available 

3. 

Zip code In which the customer is located if available 

4. 

Changes to this information should have minimum code changes 

What should a data architect recommend to maintain this information for the custom pricing engine that is to be built in
Salesforce? 

A. Create a custom object to maintain the pricing criteria. 

B. Assign the pricing criteria within customer pricing engine. 

C. Maintain require pricing criteria in custom metadata types. 
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D. Configure the pricing criteria in price books. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern trail Outfitters (NTO) uses Sales Cloud and service Cloud to manage sales and support processes. Some of
NTOs team are complaining they see new fields on their page unsure of which values need be input. NTO is concerned
about lack of governance in making changes to Salesforce. 

Which governance measure should a data architect recommend to solve this issue? 

A. Add description fields to explain why the field is used, and mark the field as required. 

B. Create and manage a data dictionary and ups a governance process for changes made to common objects. 

C. Create reports to identify which users are leaving blank, and use external data sources o agreement the missing
data. 

D. Create validation rules with error messages to explain why the fields is used 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

UC has a requirement to migrate 100 million order records from a legacy ERP application into the salesforce platform.
UC does not have any requirements around reporting on the migrated data. 

What should a data architect recommend to reduce the performance degradation of the platform? 

A. Create a custom object to store the data. 

B. Use a standard big object defined by salesforce. 

C. Use the standard "Order" object to store the data. 

D. Implement a custom big object to store the data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) is transitioning from Classic to Lightning Experience. 

What does UC need to do to ensure users have access to its notices and attachments in Lightning Experience? 

A. Add Notes and Attachments Related List to page Layout in Lighting Experience. 

B. Manually upload Notes in Lighting Experience. 
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C. Migrate Notes and Attachment to Enhanced Notes and Files a migration tool 

D. Manually upload Attachments in Lighting Experience. 

Correct Answer: A 
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